Leading the way in learning:
Improving outcomes and delivering ed tech at scale across K-12 and higher education

We partner with...

14,000+
authors and educators in various fields of study.

**connect**
An open learning environment applicable to all subjects, used by students and instructors in higher education.
- 3.6 million Paid activations in 2017
- 109 million U.S. student assignments submitted within Connect in 2017

**ALEKS**
An adaptive learning technology focused on math and chemistry, used by students and instructors in K-12 and higher education.
- 4.0 million Total unique users in 2017
- 7.7 billion Interactions (questions answered) since 2010

**LEARNSMART**
An adaptive learning program that personalizes learning and designs targeted study paths for students.
- 10.5 billion Interactions (questions answered) since 2009
- Recently growing at an average of more than 100 million interactions per month

**connectED**
Our content delivery platform serving teachers and students in schools across K-12.
- 8.6 million Unique users in 2017
- 22 percent Increase in unique users in 2017

Because learning changes everything.